Abstract-Feedback coupled with variable-length codes can (1) we obtain Burnashev's error exponent substantially increase the reliability of a discrete memoryless channel (DMC). Burnashev, in a remarkable paper published in EB(R) = C1 (1 -R/C) < R < C. 1976, derived an asymptotically achievable lower bound to the average blocklength needed for a system that communicates at a Noteworthy are the simplicity of this error exponent and the specified rate and achieves a given error probability. We offer an fact that it is valid for all rates below capacity. Furthermore, alternative proof of the lower bound. Our proof is simpler than . s the original, and clarifies the roles of the quantites that appear the slope of Es(R) is constant and equal to-C1/C <-1. On in the bound by relating one to uncertainty reduction and the the other hand, without feedback the slope of the reliability other to binary hypothesis testing. In addition, our derivation of function for non-pathological channels vanishes at R = C. the lower bound closely parallels a derivation of an upper bound For this reason, feedback can have a large impact on the error by Yamamoto and Itoh. probability or a communication system. The goal of this paper is to offer an elementary proof of
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s the original, and clarifies the roles of the quantites that appear the slope of Es(R) is constant and equal to-C1/C <-1. On in the bound by relating one to uncertainty reduction and the the other hand, without feedback the slope of the reliability other to binary hypothesis testing. In addition, our derivation of function for non-pathological channels vanishes at R = C. the lower bound closely parallels a derivation of an upper bound For this reason, feedback can have a large impact on the error by Yamamoto and Itoh. probability or a communication system. The goal of this paper is to offer an elementary proof of I. INTRODUCTION the converse. Our proof came about as we were looking for a While feedback does not increase the capacity of a discrete simple explanation as to why one cannot beat Burnashev's memoryless channel (DMC) the only channel type consid-exponent. It is also appealing that there is a recognizable ered in this paper feedback can be quite useful to reduce similarity between the mechanics of this proof and that of encoding/decoding complexity and increase reliability. The the achievability proof given by Yamamoto and Itoh in [2] . reliability function is defined as
The latter is based on a two-phase approach: (1) a commu-1 nication phase aimed at reducing the message uncertainty to E(R) = lim---In Pe (R, T) (1) the point that the receiver knows the intended message fairly T §oo T confidently; (2) a confirmation phase implemented as a binary where Pe (R, T) is the smallest possible probability of error hypothesis test. The two phases may be repeated but this has that can be achieved at rate R and expected decoding delay a negligible effect on the final rate if it happens only rarely. [5] .
capacity, C, is determined by the two "most distinguishable" I.BIARY HYPOTHESIS TESTING channel input symbols as C1 =maxz,z, D(P(. x) llP(. x')),I.BNAYHPTESTSIG where D(P( x s) P(l. 5c)) is the Kullback-Leibler distance As we will shortly see, a lower bound to the error probability between the channel output distributions obtained by the fixed of a communication scheme for a DMC with feedback can be channel inputs x and 5, respectively. If we let R =H(W)/T given in terms of a lower bound on the probability of error of and use this and (2) to evaluate the limit on the right side of binary hypothesis testing schemes over such channels. In this The most common application of such a bound is to the case Corollary 1. Suppose w. is the apriori probability of hywhen the observation space Z is a block of channel outputs pothesis i. Then, the overall probability of error of the hyyn, and the Qi is imposed by a channel input sequence of length n. For a DMC with feedback the observation space 3 pothesis test We > jPj satisfies may not consist of fixed length sequences since the decision We > 1 exp{-C,E[N] (1 + 6)} time depends on the past and current received channel output here F [N] >wEj [N] is the overall expected decision letters. Nevertheless, observe that Z is a collection of channel w ,i output sequences that have the property of being prefix-free time.
(otherwise the decision to stop would require the knowledge III. BURNASHEV'S LOWER BOUND: of the future), and complete in the sense that every infinite A SIMPLE DERIVATION sequence of channel outputs have a prefix in Z (otherwise there will be cases when the decision is never made 
yn). Then E [h (yn)] = H (W yn).
N is simply the first time the sequence Y1, Y2,... of channel A feedback code for a DMC with input and output alphabets outputs hits a leaf of T.
X and Y, respectively, may be specified by a sequence
In a binary hypothesis testing scheme with feedback, the f : W x Y2i 1 X, i 1, 2,... of encoding functions.
sequence of inputs to the channel X1, X2 .... are determined Let (b be the corresponding decoder. Its decision time may in a causal fashion, i.e., Xn is a function x(i, Yyn-i) of the be a stopping time T. Let Pe({fi} , 4) be the resulting error the hypothesis i and the channel outputs yn-1 before time n. probability. We want to lower bound T = E[T].
Proposition 1: For any binary hypothesis testing scheme
Step 1: Towards this goal we define an auxiliary random for a channel with feedbackl variable T = inf{in : 1 > h(Yn+ ±)}. At time T the entropy of the posterior is larger than 1. By Fano's inequality, the error D(Qil Qj) < C1Ei [N] probability of any decoder forced to decide at time T exceeds some positive number e. Let us pick a maximum a posteriori where N is the decision time, Ei denotes expectation with (MAP) decoder and let W be the message estimate that it respect to the distribution induced by hypothesis i, and C1 = produces. We use this estimate to define a binary hypothesis maxx,zx D(P(. x) lP( lx')) is the quantity appearing on Bur-problem: Hi is true if W = W. Otherwise H2 is true.
nashev's exponent.
Hypothesis HI occurs when the auxiliary decoder makes a Proof: Let correct decision, i.e., with some probability between e and 1/2.
Qi(yl Yn)
Step 2: We may assume that T < T (we will come back to Step 3: There are two ways to reduce the error probability IV. CONCLUSION of the above binary hypothesis testing problem. One is to
We have presented a new proof of Burnashev's lower bound substitute 402 with a MAP decoder which is forced to decide to the expected number of channel uses necessary to achieve at the same time T. Further improvement is possible if we a target error probability across a DMC with feedback. Our substitute fi, i = T + 1, T + 2 . ... with a feedback code for proof is simpler than the original, and clarifies the roles the binary hypothesis testing problem at hand and use the of the quantites that appear in the bound by relating one corresponding MAP decoder, also instructed to decide at time to uncertainty reduction and the other to binary hypothesis T. This binary hypothesis testing problem makes T-T channel testing. In addition, our derivation of the lower bound closely uses. The corresponding error probability 1e satisfies parallels a derivation of an upper bound by Yamamoto and Pe({fi},02) >.7e
Itoh.
Step 4: We use the result from the previous section with REFERENCES N = T-T to obtain There is a technicality that we need to address. We have assumed T < T. We cannot exclude that a decoder occasionally decides at T < T. This can not happen too frequently since conditioned on this event the error probability is at least e (see
Step 1). From P, > Pr{T < T}E we obtain Pr{T < T} < Pe which goes to zero as Re -* 0. Hence r decreases only by a small amount if we replace T with min{T, T} and this change may be accounted for by the small constant ty in (3).
